Composite Doors
Superb looks. Superb performance.

For the look and feel of solid
timber, a composite door is the
obvious choice.
Matching frames, charming glass patterns and
sophisticated hardware disguise the rugged
strength and security of the composite and
make it a focal point of the home.
A composite door combines all the aesthetic
benefits of painted or varnished timber with the
security, performance, low maintenance and
long life expectancy of modern materials.
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Composite Doors
Colour choices
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It’s brilliant to have white and you’ll be the envy of your neighbours with green. You can be happy with the blues, brave by
being yellow and, for once, you’ll profit from being in the red.
We’re giving everyone a golden opportunity to show their true colours and give their home real character by choosing
from hundreds of finishes, including an array of wood-grain foils, over 150 colour options and a selection of metallic
coatings. So even if it’s grey outside, new doors will reinvigorate any home and make it stand out from the street.
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Outer Frame Colours
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Standard Slab Colours
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White

Rosewood

White

Black

Blue

Golden Oak

RAL Colours

Green

Rosewood

Golden Oak

Wedgewood

Red
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01 Style

A massive variety of choices to suit any
taste and complement any style of home.

Premium Slab Colours

02 Reinforcing

Steel reinforcing gives added strength and
durability to products that may be exposed
to wild and erratic weather.

Cream White

Sunshine

Florida

Very Berry

Chartwell

French Blue

Regency

Light Grey

Anthracite

RAL Colours

03 Hardware

Letter boxes, door knockers, spy holes,
hinges and handles all available in colour
options to suit your style.

04 Security

Styles to choose from include:

With home security high on everyone’s
agenda, our composite door has been
approved by the Police led initiative
Secured By Design. It might look warm
and welcoming for visitors, but it provides
a formidable barrier against any would-be
intruders.
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With an amazing array of glass designs
and production techniques there is stylish
option for every home, from conventional
coloured glass to the elaborate Art Deco
bevel. And if you can’t decide, we can
always design something for you! See our
full brochure for a full range of styles.

Vienna (0)

05 Glazing

06 Quality

On the surface, the tough skin is throughcoloured to keep its appearance if it should
become scratched. This is mounted
onto a composite material supported by
laminated timber stiffeners and pressure
filled with an energy efficient foam.
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With so many doors to choose from, we had to make another brochure!
Request this at our showroom or visit our website.

